
      26/10/2020 

I am writing a letter of support for the NISEP - National Indigenous Science Education Program 

headed by Joanne Jamie at Macquarie University.  NISEP provides an extraordinary platform for an 

intensive and multifaceted approach to introducing science to rural school communities and 

incorporates Indigenous traditional and cultural science practices to the program and thus further 

supporting our Indigenous heritage. The Indigenous Science Experience is an exciting event that the 

Indigenous community wholeheartedly embrace as it is respectfully inclusive of their cultural 

practices and acknowledges their rich history 

Redfern Community Centre has been a co-host in the partnership with NISEP for the past nine years. 

This collaboration continues to be an incredibly rewarding and positive working relationship with the 

coordination and hosting of the annual four-day Indigenous Science Experience.  This event includes 

a community open day, which is open to the public. In-light of Covid-19 the 2020 program was 

successfully delivered in an online format and In 2020, the Redfern Community Centre staff, 

facilitated a Welcome to Country and Smoking Ceremony Ceremony that acknowledged Gadigal 

Land and was shown at all online events, and Aboriginal dance performance that was used for the 

school’s program.   

Redfern Community Centre delivers programs and events to community via a fully resourced facility 

in the heart of Redfern. Due to the locality of our community centre we see the attendance by 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community increases annually as the word of mouth of the 

event spreads. We work collaboratively with both internal and local stakeholders to ensure that we 

maintain an inclusive and respectful approach to our work with community. 

Leading up to this public showcase, our facility provides the entire venue for an expo styled hands on 

science experience where students from the NISEP program participate in delivering these activities 

to around 180 students from local Sydney schools.  The resources within the centre are made 

available including TV screens, computers, tables, chairs, lectern, Aboriginal and Torres Islander flags 

and bunting as well as staff to setting up daily and supervise the venue to ensure a safe and 

welcoming environment whilst ensuring equipment and resources are in good working order.  The 

event is promoted via City of Sydney’s What’s On event guide, Redfern Community Centre Facebook 

and via various local networks. The City of Sydney media department also distribute a media release. 

We value the in-kind support to be at around $15k. 

We look forward to continuing the partnership and are committed to be a part of its natural 

evolution, its scope and delivery.  

 

Regards 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Kristina Karasulas  

Redfern Community Centre Manager  

Social Programs & Services  

Telephone: 9288 5717 

Mobile: 0429 270 637 

cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au  

 

http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/


 

YAEGL LOCAL ABORIGINAL LAND COUNCIL 
Hillcrest Community Hall, Jubilee Street, Maclean 

P.O. Box 216 
Maclean NSW 2463 

PH: 02-66453676 
FAX: 02-66453754 

EMAIL: Yaegl@internode.on.net 
 

October 2020 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The Yaegl Local Aboriginal Land Council (YLALC) is a major partner in the National Indigenous Science Education 
program (NISEP) and have a long-standing collaborative relationship of over 15 years with Macquarie University 
and the NISEP Directors. Our collaborative work includes cultural knowledge recording and dissemination and 
education programs in local schools and communities. Key collaborations include the involvement of our Yaegl 
Elders in the River of Learning Cultural Immersion Program with Maclean High School, running cultural activities for 
the Macquarie Science experience, and significantly, presenting workshops on bush foods and medicines at the 
Indigenous Science Experience at Redfern National Science Week annual event (since its commencement 9 years 
ago). NISEP and the activities we have been a part of have led to significant success in meeting the goals of our 
Elders and the Aboriginal community including supporting Aboriginal youth in finishing high school and creating 
tertiary pathways, increasing the profile of Aboriginal people in local high schools, promoting Aboriginal culture 
and recording vital cultural information. In addition, Yaegl people have contributed to cooperative scientific 
research about bush medicines and foods. This research is governed by a signed cooperative research agreement 
with the Macquarie (NISEP) staff, which protects the rights of the community to speak for that information. 

The relationship with Macquarie NISEP has always been open and friendly and we work together in a spirit of 
cooperation. As a major partner, the YLALC has been a strong influence on the direction and nature of the 
program, through regular meetings with the community and Yaegl Elders.  

In 2020, we were delighted that our Elders were able to be involved in the Indigenous Science Experience through 
its webinar series, and some of the local Yaegl students also got to be leaders at a primary school session. We are 
excited to be a part of the 2021 Indigenous Science Experience face to face again at the Redfern Community 
Centre and are proud to be able to share our knowledge with community members. 

Yours sincerely 

 
 
Noeline Kapeen 
Chief Executive Officer 
Yaegl Local Aboriginal Land Council 

mailto:Yaegl@internode.on.net


 

Councillor Jess Miller 
 
Sydney Town Hall 
483 George Street 
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia 

GPO Box 1591 
Sydney NSW 2001 Australia 

Telephone +61 2 9246 7362 
JMiller@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au 

 

cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au 

 
 
 
 
 
          21 October 2020  
 

Letter of Support from Councillor Jess Miller 
 

 
To whom it may concern,  
 
It is my pleasure to write in support of the National Indigenous Science Education Program’s (NISEP) 
application for a National Science Week grant.  
 
The City of Sydney have been the proud hosts of the NISEP since 2012 and the City and I have 
provided in kind support through our Venue Support Program. By exhibiting agility, flexibility and 
creativity, the NISEP went online this year due to COVID-19 but we do look forward to the event 
hopefully returning to the Redfern Community Centre next year. 
 
I have been privileged to attend and speak at the opening ceremony of the NISEP during my years as 
City of Sydney Councillor. I have seen firsthand how this outstanding event connects regional 
Indigenous elders and youth with their City counterparts and celebrates the integral value of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander culture and knowledge.  
 
As part of the Sydney Science Festival and National Science Week, the Indigenous Science 
Experience @ Redfern offers young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to develop and build 
strengths and skills in science. Most importantly, following participation, students reported an 
increased interest in science, increased desire to complete Year 12 and an increased desire to explore 
higher education. This is a phenomenal achievement.  
 
I believe NISEP to be a unique and integral forum where Indigenous youth can grow in their 
confidence and develop their leadership abilities through interaction with science academics, 
Aboriginal elders and school staff.  
 
I congratulate and thank Dr Joanne Jamie and the entire Macquarie NISEP Team for their hard work 
in delivering this important event and ask that you consider them for funding under the terms of the 
National Science Week grant program.  
 
With thanks,  
Councillor Jess Miller  
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As Chair of BirdLife Southern NSW I am privileged to support NISEP in their 

application for a grant for the 2021 Indigenous Science Experience @ Redfern. 

BirdLife has been a project partner for Science Week activities at Redfern Community 

Centre for many years. 

BirdLife Australia is proud to be the nation's largest bird conservation organisation. As an 

independent, not-for-profit organisation, our aim is clear: to create a bright future for Australia's 

birds. The aim of BirdLife activities will be to offer a variety of ways for people, particularly children, 

to learn about, see and engage with birds and their habitats, in order to inspire and help people to 

take action for birds. 

I shall be the team leader, working with a group of 

BirdLife volunteers, experienced in inspiring both 

children and the general community. Our 

suggested theme will be the birds depicted on a 

mural outside the Murama Healing Centre at 

Sydney Olympic Park. These are familiar 

waterbirds as well as the local stars, nesting 

White-bellied Sea-Eagles. 

BirdLife shall arrange displays and workshops for 

school children during the week as well as take part in the Community Open Day on the Sunday. 

This will be an opportunity as well to share stories and experiences with the Indigenous 

participants. We recognise and are grateful for the immense contribution of Indigenous people to 

the knowledge and conservation of Australia's birds. 

Our displays will include mounted birds, nests, bones and feathers, interpretive questions -  “Did 

you know......?” – a combination of things visitors can touch and experience. We shall also have 

video footage of the Sea-Eagles nesting behaviour. We have found in the past that this kind of 

display appeals to both young and old. We try to include some of the students and visiting youth in 

our program, helping the children and explaining our displays. 

I shall be the contact person for the Activities and all planning.  

Judy Harrington  Chair BirdLife Southern NSW 

Newington Armory, Building 133, 1 Jamieson Street, Sydney 

Olympic Park NSW 2127 

 M 0403026660                 judyharrington60@gmail.com 

 

BirdLife Australia acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the Country on which we live and work, 

and we pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging. We recognise and are grateful 

for the immense contribution of Indigenous people to the knowledge and conservation of 

Australia's birds. 

Our mission is to make a real and positive difference for Australia's birds. 



 

Stone and Bones is a cultural education business working collaboratively with NESA, the Dept. of Education 

and independent schools. We empower people to discover and teach First Nations cultures by providing 

teacher training and education activities where young Aboriginal teachers and elders work alongside 

science educators and classroom teachers to share knowledge.  

We work on Country with appropriate local people and deliver sensitive and engaging activities that promote 

Aboriginal cultures, particularly within the existing science syllabus. Our activities are hands on, and 

encourage participants to experience Aboriginal culture by making, walking country and learning from 

Aboriginal people. 

Stone and Bones have had a long and productive relationship with NISEP, delivering a range of activities 

at their events. In 2021 we will be presenting activities at the Indigenous Science Experience including 

stone axe making and spear throwing. These are fun, hands on activities for children that highlight the 

sophistication of ancient Aboriginal technologies. We will deliver these activities cooperatively, with young 

Aboriginal teachers taking the lead sharing their culture. Our educators have a great deal of experience 

delivering these activities and always provide a fun, engaging and inspiring day, ensuring that all questions 

are answered and that teachers and students alike go away with a new appreciation of Aboriginal cultures. 

Stone and Bones will provide all consumables for the activities as well as lesson plans and background 

information for teachers. 

The activities will be organized and led by Dave Harrington, an educator and scientific researcher with over 

20 years of relevant experience. Dave’s programs are registered with NESA and he works collaboratively 

with their Aboriginal Education and Wellbeing team, as well as with the Sydney and Parramatta Arch 

Diocese Aboriginal Education teams. Dave will coordinate and train the presenters and will provide support. 

In addition, Dave has presented lectures and online workshops for NISEP. 

Dave’s contacts are: 

David Harrington. 

10 Boonah Ave Eastgardens, 2036. 

contact@stoneandbones.com 

0434 916 778. 

 

mailto:contact@stoneandbones.com


From: Bob Fuller
To: Joanne Jamie
Subject: Availability for NISEP August 2021
Date: Tuesday, 27 October 2020 9:55:53 AM

Dear Joanne,
 
Thank you so much for the opportunity to support NISEP at Redfern Community Centre August
21 next year.  I think this must be the fifth year I have been involved. To respond to your request
and reiterate my offer, here are some details:
 

I am a cultural astronomer, recently confirmed PhD at UNSW, and general supporter of
Reconciliation through education in my field. With my colleagues in our Indigenous
Astronomy Group (an unofficial interest group) I have been supporting schools,
Reconciliation groups, and other interested groups by presenting on subjects related to
Indigenous Astronomy and Cultural Competency.

 
I, and possibly one of my colleagues, will work with the NISEP organisation and Redfern
Community Centre in the cooperative manner that we have used to engage with the aims
of NISEP and the Centre for the past five years. In past years we have worked with NISEP
in the planning function for the event, and carried out the function, which has been a
series of presentations, as well as being available for discussion with visitors, on the final
day of the event, which is the Community Open Day.  This year, due to the COVID-19
rules, myself and Trevor Leaman, a colleague, made a Zoom presentation on Indigenous
Astronomy to a pre-booked audience of around 250 people, which I believe contributed
to the success of the limited program for 2020.  For 2021, assuming that there is not a
total COVID lockdown in place, I will be available for a face-to-face (maybe with a mask)
presentation(s) at Redfern.  I will be exploring the possibility of support from one or more
of my colleagues once the program is confirmed.

 
My experience in outreach support of this type has been extensive since I commenced a
late-life academic career in my field in 2012, and I have probably spoken to over 50
groups in that time on my area of expertise, as well as participated in community events
and academic conferences.  I have had some success as a communicator in my field, and
one article in The Conversation a few years ago attracted over 1.7 million reads
worldwide, and led to the article being included in the UNSW Press’ Best Science Writing
2017.

 
My role in the Redfern NISEP event will be as a community educator through
presentations on Indigenous Astronomy and participation in the Community Day. The only
resources I will bring to the event will be myself and any audio-visual equipment required
for the presentation.

 
Whether my support to the NISEP Community Day will be myself, or myself and
colleagues, I will be the contact person per the details in my signature block, below.

 
I’m looking forward to once again supporting NISEP and meeting up with the NISEP team and the
other collaborators in 2021.
 

mailto:fullerbob1@gmail.com
mailto:joanne.jamie@mq.edu.au


Cheers,
Bob
 
Dr. Robert S. Fuller, Honorary Lecturer
School of Humanities and Languages, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
UNSW SYDNEY NSW 2052 AUSTRALIA
 
M: +61 (0) 412 232110
E:   r.fuller@unsw.edu.au
W: https://robertfuller.academia.edu
W: https://unsw.academia.edu/RobertFuller
 
I ACKNOWLEDGE THE TRADITIONAL CUSTODIANS OF THE LANDS ON WHICH I LIVE AND WORK, AND PAY MY
RESPECT TO ELDERS PAST, PRESENT, AND GENERATIONS TO COME.
 
 

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 
www.avast.com

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/BbYxCzvkmpfPO24pH4REch?domain=robertfuller.academia.edu
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/QLdoCANpnDCmGWE3s8W1Lq?domain=unsw.academia.edu
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/tUcSCBNqgBCZz489tNh9xP?domain=avast.com
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27 October 2020 

 

Macquarie University  
NSW 2109 Australia 

T: +61 (2) 9850 8633 E: rhett.loban@mq.edu.au  
mq.edu.au 
 

 

ABN 90 952 801 237 | CRICOS Provider 00002J 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

  

My name is Rhett Loban from the School of Education at Macquarie University and I would 
like to be a NISEP project partner. I can set up virtual reality experiences for students to 
engage with at the open day. My qualifications are as a lecturer who teaches Indigenous 
education and has taught media related content. I have also developed my own VR 
simulation.  
 
My role at the Open Day will be to set up the VR station and supervise students while they 
engage with the simulation. I will also have $1,000 of in-kind contributions in terms of my 
time and VR materials that I will lend to the project during Open Day. 
 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Dr Rhett Loban 

Lecturer 

 

 

mailto:rhett.loban@mq.edu.au


Science Department, Kooringal High School, Zeigler Avenue, Kooringal NSW 2650 

27th October 2020 

A/PROF JOANNE JAMIE 
DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR SCIENCES – 
MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY  

Dear Joanne,  

I am writing to you to advise you of my ability to facilitate the Indigenous Science Experience 

at Redfern in 2021.  

I am able and willing to facilitate the 2021 Indigenous Science Experience at Redfern and 

have approximately ten National Indigenous Science Education Program (NISEP) student 

leaders from Kooringal High School that intend on attending the 2021 events. These 

students have undertaken NISEP leadership training and have run internal chemistry and 

physics-based events for their student peers.  

Facilitating this event would equate to ~36 hours of my time at a rate of $30 per hour. This 

would include time organising and supervising the NISEP student leaders for the three days 

of the Indigenous Science Experience event.  

SINCERELY,  

GRACE BATHGATE 
SCIENCE TEACHER – KOORINGAL HIGH SCHOOL 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 StoryMotive ® 
ABN: 54 138 612 441 

Date: 26th October 2020 
  

 
 
 
To whom it may concern 
 
 
 
StoryMotive has been a proud partner of NISEP for over 9 years.  
 
In that time we have partnered with NISEP and its partner schools of Maclean (Maclean High School), Casino 
(Casino High School), Lismore (Lismore High School) and Wagga Wagga (Mount Austin High School) in producing 
documentary-style videos of various events and activities.  
 
Along with producing videos, our involvement in the program includes working with and mentoring the NISEP 
students in filming, presenting to camera and interviewing fellow students, teachers, Macquarie University staff, 
Aboriginal elders and the general public. 
 
In the 9 years I have been involved with the program I continue to be inspired by the amazing growth in confidence 
that the students who have partaken in NISEP have undergone. Starting off as a bit shy and unsure of themselves 
they have blossomed into respectful and confident leaders and I am certain NISEP has been pivotal in assisting 
them in gaining those leadership qualities and their growth in confidence. 
 
I believe in NISEP and the outcomes it continues to achieve and I am committed to working with the students 
attending the National Science Week Indigenous Science Experience Event at Redfern and to produce a video of the 
event that will serve as both a legacy video and as a promotional tool. StoryMotive will contribute $5k in-kind 
towards video production. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
regards, 
 
 
 
 
 
Roberto Giunta 
Managing Director 
StoryMotive Pty Limited 

 
 

 






